It is time to end the circus regarding this matter. There must be hundreds if not thousands of experts who understand the substance of this situation and the deliberate fraud involved to distort the truth.

All of this nonsense is a waste of time. Anyone with any experience with graphics applications knows that the document posted by the White House was a forgery. I personally downloaded and opened the fake in Adobe Illustrator and could see the artificially created layers and artifacts for myself. See video evidence displaying the various layers used to create the forgery below:

birth-certificate-long-form downloaded from the White House site. October 26, 2011 at 11:37 PM

The evidence to view for yourself presented as a video: obama-bc-fraud

Regardless of what ever additional proof might be provided, let’s face it, once the forgery is documented all additional confirmation adds nothing more. A forgery is a forgery. The degree of forgery is irrelevant.

These are delaying tactics used in order to add confusion to a simple matter of fraud...plain and simple.

obama has never been the legitimate president of the American people regardless of how many lies have been told otherwise. The birth certificate legitimacy is not even an issue. obama submitted a forged document in the process of seeking employment by what has been represented as the US Government. That is all the fraud required to charge him with criminal fraud.
Now let us also address the entire Congress has created treason by their failure to support and defend the Constitution for the united States of America. They all need to be prosecuted and if found guilty hung or shot by firing squad.
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